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K.M. Ashyleigh Releases Uplifting New Novel That Spawns Life Changing
Mentality

Zimbabwean born author K.M. Ashyleigh releases a provoking novel that echoes political
justice straight from the heart of Africa to the streets of London!

London (PRWEB UK) 10 August 2015 -- London author K.M. Ashyleigh was born in Zimbabwe.

It has been a long time since a genuinely compelling new book has hit the literary world, especially one with
the bold goal of changing humanity’s outlook. With global unrest at a troubling high, there has never been a
better time for K.M. Ashyleigh to introduce his book.

Living the Life Novattione is a masterpiece of writing that is timeless. Read it today and you will be inspired in
a certain area of your life. Living the Life Novattione is about living your dreams and to persevere and to
achieve your goals by any means necessary for the greater good.

Living the life elevates people’s way of thinking from politics to domestic life the book touches all cores of our
lives. The book does this through a character that has a partition of K.M. Ashyleigh`s life and partitions of the
lives of his friends lives that made wealth from selling diamonds and gold in a country rapped by poverty and
corruption. The true jewel of the book is not how the characters acquires physical wealth but ethical ideologies,
quantum philosophies, political justice and cutting edge life-saving technology. In the music industry it is Justin
Beiber but in writing it is K.M. Ashyleigh!

K.M. Ashyleigh writes to inspire since the book was launched in 2013 he has made it a mission to make people
aware of technologies such as Orgon technology which can eradicate draughts all across the globe and the BOB
Beck Protocol which uses electricity to destroy 80% of diseases and viruses known to men. Living the life
Novattione is a powerful book.

This novel is available everywhere across the world including Amazon etc.
http://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=nb_sb_noss_2?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-keywords=novattione
http://www.novattione.com/book-store.html
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Contact Information
Mr Masango
Novattione
http://www.novattione.com/
+44 7437311793

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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